
Year 4 Spring Term Topic  
22/23 

The Romans 

Write a list of 10 questions 

that you would like to ask a 

Roman Centurion who has 

come to Britain. 

Due to the Easter Performance and this being a 

short half term this topic and homework will run for 

the full Spring term You must complete 8 of the 

homework options. Final hand in will be the last 

week of term (24.03.23). . But al children are 

welcome to bring in their work to show the class 

Find out about and write a 

brochure about a Roman 

building then make a mod-

el of a Roman building too. 

 It does not have to be the 

same one. 

Design a new helmet 

or shield for a Roman  

centurion. Maybe try 

to make a model too. 
The history of the Roman 

‘Empire’ lasted for over 1000 

years. Can you write a 

biography of some famous 

Romans?   

Research some  of 

the Roman weap-

ons , make a work-

ing model of one 

and/or write about 

the history behind it.   

The Romans wore 

‘togas’. With a friend 

or relative see if you 

can work out how to 

make and wear a 

toga to be a Roman. 

Let us have a 

photograph too. 

Maybe Write down 

some instructions to 

tell others how to put 

on a toga. 

Free choices. Try something else.  Surprise us with your 

ideas,  ingenuity  and  Imagination! Art, poems models, 

writing or anything else you can come up with.. 

Imagine you are a Roman 
Centurion  who has just 
arrived in England for the 
first time. Write a diary 
entry for his first day or 
write a letter home to his 
family telling them what this 
new world is like. 

Make some Roman Honey Cakes. 

Make Find a recipe by typing ’Roman 

Honey Cakes’ into Google. Make  sure 

you measure the ingredients carefully.  

Why not try writing a set of Recipe      

instructions for the class too. 

Find out about other Roman delicacies! 

Try creating a maths work sheet or 

number problem for other children 

using Roman numerals. 

Can you make a coded message 

using Roman Numerals?   

Write the words for a Roman 

centurions marching song 

that they could sing as they 

march in training.  

The Roman Empire covered a 

large part of the world at its height 

and they travelled by road and 

sea. Can you design a Roman  

Galley that floats on water? 


